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Summary 

Lateral ankle sprains (LAS) are still among the most common injuries during 

daily orthopaedics practice. As a result of sprain, the anterior talofibular 

ligament (ATFL) is usually damaged due to forced plantar flexion and foot 

inversion. Most patients respond well to the conservative treatment using 

various forms of immobilization, RICE protocol and rehabilitation exercises.  

In 20-40% of patients, however, soft tissues damage is characterized by  

a recurrent and chronic pain with signs of instability of the talus in the crural 

ankle fork. Lack of proper diagnosis or implementation of appropriate 

treatment may result in the development of degenerative changes in the ankle 

joint, which may induce a disruption of knee and hip joint biomechanics. 

The aim of this dissertation was to assess the function of the foot and the 

quality of life of antero-lateral ankle instability patients. Among the specific 

objectives, the following were distinguished: 

1\ epidemiology assessment of lateral ankle sprains; 

2\ a comparison, in selected clinical scales, of foot function and the impact on 

the daily functioning of an efficient talo-crural joint, and the ankle joint with 

untreated and surgically treated instability;  

3\ assessment of the results of surgical treatment of the ankle joint using 

dynamic ultrasound and stress X-ray scans; 

4\ a comparison of foot and gait activity in cases of an efficient talo-crural joint 

with cases of the ankle joint with untreated and surgically treated instability by 

using a podoscopic examination; 



5\ a comparative analysis of the effects of untreated and surgically treated 

instability of the ankle on the development of degenerative changes in X-ray 

images. 

The study involved 30 patients with chronic ankle instability (CAI). Fifteen 

patients who did not consent to surgical treatment were qualified to the first 

group. They were treated conservatively using immobilization and different 

types of kinesiotherapy and physiotherapy. The second group included the 

other fifteen patients after ATFL reconstruction using the Broström-Gould 

method. For both groups of patients, the control group was the opposite, 

healthy limb. 

The study protocol consisted of patients’ assessment in clinical scales and 

additional tests: a\ X-ray stress images, b\ stress ultrasound  

and c\ podoscopic platform examination. 

Classic X-ray images were used to assess degenerative changes on the Kellgren-

Lawrence scale. On the stress X-ray images, the talar tilt angle (TTA) and the 

anterior drawer distance (ADD) were assessed. 

In the classic ultrasound examination, the ATFL structure was analyzed. In the 

dynamic ultrasound examination, the length of the ATFL was assessed  

in bearing and non-bearing position and in the anterior drawer test. 

The final diagnostic test carried out was an examination using the FreeMed 

Base baropodoscope platform. This examination made it possible to accurately 

assess: a\ the maximum and medium load that the feet exert on the ground,  

b\ the percentage distribution of the loads between the forefoot and the 

rearfoot, and c\ the total surface area of the feet during standing and walking. 

The statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel 2010 spreadsheets 

based on the student's T-test. The level of significance was α = 0.01. The results 



were considered statistically significant when the probability p was calculated 

to meet the inequality p<0.01. Additionally, the Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test was 

carried out to assess the conformity of the quantitative variables distribution 

with the normal distribution. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study: 

1. Lateral ankle sprains are still a current problem in everyday orthopedic 

practice and require further observation and development of national 

epidemiological data on damage to the ligaments of this joint. 

2. Prior surgical treatment with the Broström-Gould method improves  

the stability of the ankle joint at p <0.01 in the performed X-ray stress images 

with normal distribution. 

3. Dynamic ultrasonography is not a reliable procedure in the assessment  

of CAI patients. On the other hand, X-ray stress imaging is a valuable tool  

in postoperative assessment of patients after ATFL reconstruction. 

4. There is a disturbance of the normal gait pattern and the foot support 

function in CAI patients, which is confirmed by the results of the podoscopic 

examination at the level of p <0.01 with normal distribution. 

5. Preventing degenerative changes of the ankle joint is a crucial element  

in the selection of appropriate treatment methods in CAI patients. 

 


